Larry Garrison
FAMILY: I have 3 Jeeps that I have adopted
EMPLOYMENT: Electrical supervisor for an industrial facility that
manufactures particleboard.
4x4 VEHICLES: Presently drive a fairly stock TJ with just a couple
modifications, a slightly modified YJ, ’03 Chevy 4x4 crewcab pickup
and popup camper, a GM 4x4 pickup and several other 4x4s including
a 1957 CJ Willys. I have had many vehicles in the past including
modified 4x4s and muscle cars.
MODIFICATIONS DONE: Green TJ (a.k.a. Girly Jeep) has a four inch
lift with Teraflex lower long arms, 35 inch M.T.R.s, Detroit Electrac and
Detroit Truetrac with 4.56 gears, also a Teralow 2low transfer case,
Tom Woods driveshaft, custom bumpers, skid plate and nerfbars.
9500lb winch and many other little mods.

FAVORITE VEHICLE OF ALL TIME: This is a good one because I
have had many that I wish I still had (Maybe I have yet to own my
favorite vehicle, something to look forward to?....)
IF MONEY WAS NO OBJECT, WHAT WOULD YOU DRIVE
OFFROAD? Probably a custom built vehicle that would have a diesel
electric generator with electric motor at each wheel for true traction
control ( no wheel slip ), unmatched torque ( total wheel spin ) total
360 degree steering on each wheel ( for precise maneuvers )
regenerative braking, ( to conserve energy and help recharge batteries
in stealth mode ) Ultimate ground clearance ( no axles to drag on
obstacles ) lightweight and stealth operation.
SAME QUESTION BUT ON ROAD? Lamborghini Countach
FAVORITE TRAIL OR TRAILS? Definitely MOAB probably Kane Creek
or Cliffhanger ( Amasa Back ), and any trail that is a challenge and
scenic at the same time.
TRAIL OR TRAILS THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO RUN SOMETIME,
REALISTICALLY? Any trail that is new to me.

SAME QUESTION UNREALISTIC? The Moon, O.K. somewhere in the
Middle East, or Australia.
FAVORITE TYPE OF FOUR WHEELING? Scenic trails, Rock Crawling.
WHAT OTHER THINGS DO YOU LIKE TO DO? Camping,
Waterskiing, Snow Skiing, Golfing, Sometimes even Yard work!,
Learning new things, and Traveling to new places.
FUTURE GOALS: Travel around the U.S. and abroad. Hopefully
Jeeping into my later life.
IF YOU COULD BE ANYTHING IN LIFE WHAT WOULD YOU BE? A
test pilot for new military aircraft or possibly an astronaut, hey maybe
a rich rock star or actor, maybe an off-road race driver….or ……a
greeter a Wal Mart…..(Ha Ha!! ) I am pretty happy doing what I do…..

